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Introcuction
In the following paper we discuss some properties of the op-(..•i<..il path Lit. the multiple capital goods case. We denote by k the n-dimensional veciOr of per capita capital and by k the rates of change par unit of time. We ass;ame that the aim is to maximize fe^( k,k)dt where V gives the maximum utility obtained i' from c:onsumption with given k and k, and 6 is the rate of discount. This is the case discussed in numerous papers and here we focus our attention on the behavior of the Euler differential equations around the steady state.
Samuelson [5] has proved that for the case 6=0 we have, at an optimal steady state, a saddle-point with the characteristic roots coming in pairs of X and~X . For the analogues discrete model he has proved [6, 7] that the roots come in reciprocals X and ?.
Thus, in both cases the behavior of the path around the steady state is that of a saddle-point. We refer to this situation as "stability in the saddle-point sense".
Kurs [1] has generalised this Samuel son-Poincare theorem by considering the case of <S > 0, that is the case of positive discount rate. Kurz proves for this case that it is impossible for the optimal path to be^'^^table one; either we have a saddle-point around the steady state ofV^IHstability. Thus an optimal steady * We T7ish to acknowledge NSF grants GS-253 f or the first author and GS-1812 for the second author. 1) .
.
See Similar formulation in Samuelson and Solow [4] . Another problem which we take up in this paper concerns the possibility of having purely imaginary roots X and -X for the case 6=0.
If this were possible then it would imply lack of saddlepoint stability for an optimal steady state with 6=0, which seems very strange. Indeed <, Samuelson 's writings seem to imply [5, 7] that for the case 6=0 and concave production function and utility function (that is strictly concave V) it is impossible for the characteristic roots to be purely imaginary. That is, his conjecture is that when the integrand is strictly concave in e k and k it is always the case that the optimal path has a saddie-point behavior. Kurz, on the other hand, raised the pos- As shown in [4] and [5] like system of difference equations is (4) iJgB'X^+ CA+3C)A + B|J = .
Characterizations of the Optimal Path
If X is a characteristic root of the polynomial equation (2) then -X+6 is a root as well.
Proof.
Let us substitute -X+6. This yields with trivial calculations
A{6-X)^+ (B-B'-6A)(6-|^) -(C+6B} = AX^-S-(B-B •+6A) (-X) -(C+6B')
3) See the analogous case in Samuelson [5, 7] with characteristic equation of the same form. Let us now compute the following quadratic form (defining X to be the conjugate of X) :
[X (x-iy) ', (x-iy) 'I (^^' ) L^^+iy^^^= XX(x-iy) 'A(x+iy) + + X (x-iy) 'B (x+iy) + X (x-iy) 'B' (x+iy) + (x-iy) 'C (x+iy) .
As X is purely imaginary X = -X and we obtain for (6)
-(x-iy) 'A (x+iy) X^+ (x-iy) ' (B'-B) (x+iy) X + (x-iy) 'C (x+iy) .
Thus, we see that:
where the equality to zero follows from (5) .
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However, the matrix (» _ ) is a symmetric negative definite matrix and for any negative definite symmetric matrix H, the quadratic for z'Hz", as in (5) 
